ABSTRACT Software-defined networks are vulnerable to attacks by compromised switches because commonly used programmable software switches are risky than traditional hardware ones. Although several countermeasures have been proposed to address compromised switches, the accuracy of detecting a malicious behavior depends on the performance of network statistics gathering by a controller. In this paper, we propose that WhiteRabbit is an approach to verify the consistency of the forwarding state by gathering real-time network statistics gathering from switches with accurate time scheduling. WhiteRabbit can detect attacks by compromised switches without being influenced by the performance of statistics gathering of a controller. Given that the proposed utilizes moving average, it mitigates the effect on the verification accuracy from the impact of the switch performance, such as scheduling error. In our previous work, we demonstrated the feasibility of WhiteRabbit using a prototype system. However, we could not evaluate the impact of the difference between the scheduled and actual execution times in our previous work, because we performed the experiment in a minimal setup using Mininet. Thus, we measured the scheduling error and time required to gather statistics in a large-scale environment. We also confirmed that the scheduling error is lower than the time required to gather statistics. Additionally, considering that WhiteRabbit only depends on the scheduling error, we verified that the accuracy of WhiteRabbit is higher than prior arts on the tree topology constructed with 15 switches.
However, it has a problem because verification accuracy depends on the statistics gathering performance of a controller. Moreover, an alternative solution based on trajectory sampling, referred to as WedgeTail [5] , has been proposed recently. Although WedgeTail can be verified with higher accuracy than SPHINX, additional resources are required to perform its verification.
In the flow updating field of SDN, Time4 [8] was proposed as a method to update the flow using Scheduled Bundle. Scheduled Bundle is a method used to schedule the time of executing OpenFlow messages at the switches. Time4 demonstrated that simultaneous updating of flow by Scheduled Bundle can suppress packet loss and without the performance degradation at Flow Swapping scenario. Furthermore, given that Scheduled Bundle supports all OpenFlow messages, we considered that utilizing this method can gather statistics without relying on the controller performance through time triggered OpenFlow message execution.
In this study, we propose WhiteRabbit, which is a novel approach to verify forwarding state consistency. Our approach uses the statistics gathered from the switches by Scheduled Bundle simultaneously. Although WhiteRabbit schedules the task to gather transfer statistics in each switch, it is not affected by the controller performance and network size (Section III). Thus, the proposed method can detect attacks by compromised switches without relying on the performance of controller statistics gathering.
In our previous study, we reported a prototype system was implemented in our method in Mininet [1] . However, because the experimental environment in Mininet was constructed in a single machine, our previous work has three issues. First, we could not perform an experiment in other environments aside from a small linear topology setup. Second, the previous work assumed that the time of each emulated node is synchronized using the same hardware clock. Hence, the experiment could not evaluate the effect of time synchronization in a real-world environment. Third, the previous experiment lacked the analysis of performance attributes, such as scheduling error and time required to send the messages. Therefore, we need further experiments in a large scale environment to evaluate the impact of performance attributes, overhead of WhiteRabbit, and accuracy of the validation.
Considering that the controller cannot gather statistics from switches simultaneously, the switches send the transfer statistics immediately within the scheduled time. Hence, time here is regarded as the scheduling error. The scheduling error is affected by two factors: clock accuracy and execution accuracy. Although the clock accuracy can typically achieve one microsecond order, the execution accuracy strongly depends on the implementation of the switches. We showed that the execution accuracy achieves one millisecond order in the software-based switch of our experimental environment (Section IV-A.4). Then, we confirmed that the scheduling error is lower than the time required to send messages to all switches. Although WhiteRabbit depends on the scheduling error, the error is lower than the time required to send messages when the untimed approach is used, such as SPHINX. Thus, WhiteRabbit has the scalability advantage.
Moreover, we evaluated the verification accuracy of WhiteRabbit in a 25-node environment implemented on the DeterLab testbed. Because WhiteRabbit is not affected by the network scale and controller performance through scheduling to gather statistics of each switch, we confirmed that it has a lower false-positive rate than SPHINX (Section IV-B.1). Thus, our experiments showed that WhiteRabbit can efficiently detect attacks without depending on controller performance when compared with SPHINX.
This paper makes the following contributions.
• We present the sequence of the statistics gathering with time scheduling utilizing Scheduled Bundle in WhiteRabbit. By gathering the transfer statistics using Scheduled Bundle simultaneously, WhiteRabbit can gather the statistics without depending on controller performance.
• We present the verification algorithm for using the statistics gathered in scheduled time based on the byte consistency check in SPHINX.
• We examine the elapsed time for sending messages to all switches, and the scheduling error. We also report the scheduling error is lower than the time required in sending the messages to all switches.
• We evaluate WhiteRabbit to show that it can achieve lower false positives than SPHINX, and it does not affect packet transferring. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III depicts our system overview, threat model, and workflow of WhiteRabbit in detail. Section IV evaluates WhiteRabbit by comparing it with the existing one. Section V, discusses the limitations, impact of the scheduling accuracy, and future work. Finally, Section VI provides the conclusion of the entire study.
II. RELATED WORK A. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORK
An SDN has network control and packet forwarding function that enables flexible network control using a centralized control plane. Network intelligence is logically centralized in the trusted software-based controller that maintains the global view of the entire network, and the packet forwarding function comprises hardware and software switches, which are dumb forwarding device.
OpenFlow [9] is a protocol used to realize SDN using controllers and switches.
The OpenFlow messages relevant to this study include FLOW_MOD, STATS_REQUEST, and STATS_REPLY. 1 The FLOW_MOD messages create flow entries in the switches, and the STATS_REQUEST messages request the statistics to the switches from a controller. As a response to the STATS_REQUEST messages, the STATS_REPLY messages report the network statistics in the switches related to flow, table, and switch port, such as the number of packets and bytes sent or received.
B. SDN AND TIME
The Scheduled Bundle proposed in Time4 [8] , a method to schedule the execution timing of some OpenFlow messages execution in switches, is used without depending on the controller performance. Scheduled Bundle is a flexible method that is compatible with all types of OpenFlow messages. The specification of OpenFlow 1.5 [10] also includes Scheduled Bundle.
To execute scheduled messages simultaneously, Time4 utilizes high precision time synchronization, such as Precision Time Protocol (PTP) to be standardized by IEEE 1588 [11] . PTP can synchronize nanosecond order time synchronization using a hardware-timestamping enabled NIC module. Time4 shows that simultaneous updating of flow can suppress packet loss and eliminate performance degradation at the Flow Swapping scenario. Mizrahi and Moses [8] reported that nine out of the 13 SDN capable switch silicones listed in the Open Networking Foundation SDN Product Directory have native IEEE 1588 support.
C. TRADITIONAL NETWORK DATA PLANE AND SECURITY
Many researchers reported that detecting compromised switches is an important issue in a traditional network [12] - [15] . Thus, they proposed solutions to detect these compromised switches. The objective of these solutions is to perform the verification in the switches themselves. For example, OPT [14] uses a cryptography approach with key exchange between switches. Therefore, they are not suitable for SDNs, which are maintained by the centralized controller, because these solutions work on the switches.
D. SDN SECURITY AND NETWORK VERIFICATION
The SDNs' paradigm leads to software flexibility to the networks. However, SDN is as vulnerable to compromised switches as traditional networks. Several studies showed that SDN is more vulnerable to compromised switches than traditional networks and confirmed that attackers can even have control of an entire network with compromised switches [3] - [6] . Hence, countermeasures against compromised switches in SDN are required.
To verify network configuration, tools such as VeriFlow [16] and NetPlumber [17] are proposed by several studies. However, these studies only focus on the detection of network bugs, such as loops, but infringed switches are out of scope. These network verification procedures also depends on the traffic information from the switches, which is not regarded as a security issue. Thus, these solutions are not suitable for detecting compromised switches.
SPHINX [4] is the most relevant research on this paper. It is one of the countermeasures against compromised switches and assumes trusted controller and reliable majority switches. SPHINX provides a global view of networks, referred to as flow graph, by collecting FLOW_MOD messages from the trusted controller and then verifies its consistency and constraint. It can also verify the legitimacy of the SDN data plane via byte consistency check with the flow statistics gathered from the switches. Byte consistency check uses Similarity Index ( ), which is the moving average of byte statistics value regarding flow. must have a similar value to a particular flow of each switch when the networks do not suffer through attacks from compromised switches, such as dropping or injecting packets.
Byte consistency check is a practical countermeasure for attacks by compromised switches, but it has a scalability issue. Given that it influenced by the gap of statistic gathering time between switches, the accuracy of SPHINX's byte consistency check is dependent on the controller performance. In particular, several studies reported that controller performance depends on the number of connected switches [8] and the hardware specification [18] . Furthermore, Curtis et al. [19] showed that threshold and sampling-based statistics gathering methods can collect statistics without relying on the controller performance. However, when these methods are applied for data plane verification, they are confirmed to be totally dependent on the timing of the statistics report from untrusted switches. Similarly, Flowmon [20] used the moving average of byte statistics, which also has a scalability issue. Therefore, to apply the byte consistency check to a production environment, operators should improve these solutions independent of the on network scales.
WedgeTail [5] has higher accuracy than SPHINX but requires many resources for gathering packet hash and verifying behaviors of the switches with comparing between except packet behaviors and actual packet behaviors.
Thus, current solutions have issues relating to scalability; for example, the accuracy of verification may depend on the controller performance.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN A. OVERVIEW
As mentioned in Section II, the existing solutions have scalability issues; for example, the time required to gather statistics depends on the controller performance, and many resources are required. Hence, if the number of switches increases and the controller specification is insufficient, then the verification accuracy may degrade.
In this paper, we propose a data plane verification method that uses the statistics concurrently gathered among all switches through accurate time scheduling. WhiteRabbit can collect statistics without depending on the controller performance, and the controller can simultaneously handle statistics gathering. FIGURE 1 presents the schematic architecture of the system proposed in this study. The part implemented using the proposed method is indicated by Verifier in this figure, and it intercepts the OpenFlow messages between the switches and controller applications. Furthermore, we assume that all switches and controllers are accurately time synchronized.
B. THREAT MODEL
We focus on the data plane security that attacks can detect from packet transfer statistics analysis because the control plane security is well investigated [21] . We assume that the packets of a compromised switch may drop, inject, or delay, and the compromised switch does not accurately handle the packets according to the rules specified by the controller. The cause of these behaviors is probably misconfiguration or switch failure. WhiteRabbit can be utilized not only to detect compromised switch behaviors but also to discover network defects. Regarding the assumption of SPHINX, we assume that the controller applications are trusted and majority of the switches are legitimate. Thus, the messages from the controller are reliable, whereas those messages from any switches may be forged by compromised switches. To focus the analysis on only OpenFlow control messages, we consider that the verifier knows the reliable physical topology information and assume a closed SDN system. Additionally, we assume that the times of all switches and controllers are synchronized accurately through the time synchronization protocol, such as PTP. Although compromised switches synchronized time similar to legitimate switches and disguised the byte transfer statistics, many other switches report legitimate statistics. The difference of byte transfer statistics is consequently higher than that with the compromised and many legitimate switches. Thus, WhiteRabbit can detect attacks by compromised switches (see Section III-C.3). Additionally, we can utilize prior arts, such as [22] , as a countermeasure of attacks to the PTP protocol. Therefore, the security of time synchronization is outside the scope of this paper.
C. SEQUENCE OF VALIDATION
FIGURE 2 shows the workflow of WhiteRabbit, which involves three sequences. WhiteRabbit validates whether the packet transmissions are correctly performed on the path as assumed by the trusted controller. Additionally, considering that WhiteRabbit requires us to schedule statistics gathering in real time, we use ReversePTP [23] to collect the time offset between the controller and switches. The validation sequence to a specific traffic flow using WhiteRabbit is as following: 1) Calculate the path that the controller supposes, using physical topology information and FLOW_MOD messages sent from the controller application. 2) Obtain the actual transfer statistics of all switches using Scheduled Bundle simultaneously. 3) Validate the transfer state consistency using the expected path of the controller and the difference of statistics among the neighboring switches.
As described in Section III-A, WhiteRabbit intercepts the OpenFlow message, such as FLOW_MOD and STATS_REPLY, and then relays it to the destination. It also relays OpenFlow messages that are irrelevant to the verification.
From Section III-C.1 through Section III-C.3, we present these mechanisms in detail.
1) CURRENT PATH CULCULATION
WhiteRabbit requires a flow graph, which is a graph theoretic perspective of the network assumed by a trusted controller, to obtain a current path similar to that of SPHINX. The flow graph is constructed only using the FLOW_MOD messages issued by the trusted controller. It includes match field and instruction, comprising an src/dst MAC address, src/dst IP address, and in/out port information of the switches. The flow graph does not suffer from untrusted switches because the untrusted STATS_REPLY messages are not used in constructing this graph.
The current path assumed by the trusted controller can be obtain by combining information of FLOW_MOD messages and physical topology. The current path is used for identifying the switches through which a specific traffic passes when during the verification execution.
2) STATISTICS GATHERING WITH SCHEDULED BUNDLE
WhiteRabbit periodically gathers transfer statistics in real time from the switches. When gathering statistics, a controller generally sends STATS_REQUEST messages simultaneously, and the time required to send these messages depends on the controller performance. In particular, WhiteRabbit uses STATS_REQUEST wrapped with Scheduled Bundle because it gathers statistics in real time between switches. In addition, it can gather statistics without relying on the controller performance.
WhiteRabbit calculates and uses the scheduling time T S with the time offset t i between the switch and controller to obtain transfer statistics on all the switches concurrently. To achieve this objective, we define the scheduling time T S , which is the time for gathering the transfer statistics from switches. We also define T Si as the actual scheduling time VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Workflow of WhiteRabbit. at the switch i . T Si includes the time offset between the controller and switch i (t i ). In particular, T Si = T S + t i , and T Si are determined to ensure that they look the same as T S to the controller. To determine the time offset between the switch i and controller (t i ), we use ReversePTP [23] , which can deliver the time offset between the switches and controller from the switches to the controller. ReversePTP utilizes PTP to deliver the time offset per switch, but cannot sync the time between the switches and controller. It is used only to deliver the time offset between the switches and controller. Therefore, to obtain the time offset t i and calculate T Si of each switch, WhiteRabbit should schedule when to gather transfer statistics simultaneously among switches. FIGURE 3 illustrates the flow of gathering transfer statistics at timestamp T Si with Scheduled Bundle. First, the controller sends the BUNDLE_OPEN message to the switch, followed by the BUNDLE_ADD message that encapsulates the STATS_REQUEST message to collect the statistics for all flow entries. Then, the controller sends the BUNDLE_COMMIT message with the timestamp of the schedule execution timing T Si .
To verify the byte consistency, WhiteRabbit primarily uses byte_cnt and match field information contained in STATS_REPLY messages. WhiteRabbit associates the flow and statistics according to match field and calculates the byte_cnt difference from the already collected STATS_REPLY information.
The statistics difference between the switches may occur owing to the timing of FLOW_MOD message sent via the controller application depending on the mechanism of the routing control. Additionally, the statistics of real time gathering rely on the performance of the switches, such as flow table size and schedule execution accuracy. Thus, WhiteRabbit uses moving averages of the difference of the last four statistics report (i.e., use byte_cnt difference) simultaneously between switches, referred to as ByteDiff . Because this interval is sufficient to eliminate the effects of scheduling errors and traffic bursts, our mechanism can avoid false alarms. Unlike with of SPHINX, given that scheduling mechanism gathers the statistics in real time, ByteDiff of WhiteRabbit does not depend on the controller performance. 
whether the compromised switches attack the network from the same two points as SPHINX. First, this algorithm validates the statistics of the switches over a current path of the traffic flow F from the nearest switch from a source host. Given that the algorithm uses the concurrent gathered of statistics, all switches that passed through must report the same value of the statistics between the switches. Although a compromised switch disguises that the statistics are similar to a reliable switch, it can be detected using a reliable downstream switch.
Hence, the algorithm needs should consider the difference of the statistics values that occurs owing to propagation delay, scheduling error, and the difference of the flow table sizes maintained by the switches. For that reason, we compare the statistics of neighboring switches based on the validation data already passing through the switches (referred to as PrevByte) using a threshold τ . The algorithm reports a violation when it observes a remarkable difference from the concurrent gathered statistics of the neighboring switch over the current path.
Second, the algorithm verifies whether the statistics of the switches that are not included in the current path associated with the traffic flow F are zero. Thus, it can confirm that no traffic has been injected and dropped by the switches that are out of the current path.
The algorithm requires the threshold (τ ) as an input, which is used as the margin of the statistics value similarity. Considering that ByteDiff varies with communication situation, the algorithm calculates the maximum/minimum ByteDiff by multiplying PrevByte with the threshold. Additionally, because the performance of statistics gathering depends on the switch performance, which occurs from the schedule execution accuracy, flow table size [19] , and switch implementation [24] , τ must be determined by considering the switch performance. If the value of τ in this algorithm is significantly large, then false negatives may occur and a genuine alarm may not be outputted. By contrast, if the value of τ is remarkably small, then the algorithm may result in false positives. Therefore, the administrator should thoroughly determine the value of τ .
IV. EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) IMPLEMENTATION
We are supported to integrate WhiteRabbit into an application of the controller. However, considering the processing effect for this experiment, we implemented WhiteRabbit as a proxy between the controller application and switches, separate from the controller application. Hence, we executed it in Stopcock [25] , which is an implementation of the OpenFlow proxy, and then we used a custom Loxigen [26] script to achieve compatibility with Scheduled Bundle. We utilized the OpenFlow switch ofsoftswitch13_EXT-340 [27] , which is compatible with Scheduled Bundle. Moreover, we employed of ReversePTP [28] , which is an application used to obtain the time offset between the switches and controller. During implementation, the verifier reads the time offset data asynchronously from ReversePTP and then uses these data to calculate the scheduling time. Because our method schedules the timing of the statistics gathering in the switches, the verification accuracy is not degraded even if integrated into the controller application.
In our experiments, we set that the interval of the statistics gathering is three seconds and the duration of schedule execution is more than one second when the first BUNDLE_OPEN message was sent in WhiteRabbit. To compare the results of experiments, we set the interval of the statistics gathering is three seconds in SPHINX as well. Considering that ofsoftswitch13_EXT-340 does not have multiple scheduling, these intervals are sufficient to remove the duplicated schedule.
2) EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
To evaluate WhiteRabbit, we adopted a testbed with 25 nodes on DeterLab [29] . FIGURE 4 shows the topology setup in our experiment. Our experiments used a custom tree topology setup that reduces the number of host nodes. This layout is based on tree topology (depth=3, fanout=2). All nodes used are a machine type called MicroCloud in DeterLab. Because both WhiteRabiit and SPHINX use only the statistics gathered from the switches, the verification accuracy of either method is not affected by the number of hosts. Each node has the following roles: switch, host, SDN controller application, verifier component, and SDN message gateway. We also utilized Floodlight v1.1 [30] as an SDN controller application.
The experimental networks in DeterLab were constructed using shared VLAN links. Thus, our experimental environ- ment has a restriction on PTP synchronization accuracy. (We describe this restriction in Section IV-A.3.) Time synchronization with excellent precision is impossible to achieve because of the experimental environment restriction. Hence, we should evaluate whether WhiteRabbit can be applied to the environment that has synchronized the time with millisecond order as real-world environment.
In particular, this experimental environment is larger than that used in our previous work. In our previous work, we constructed the environment using Mininet on a single machine, which coexisted with the verification component. To determine the impact of resource contention, we used a minimal linear topology and then separated the controller application host and Mininet host including the verification program. By contrast, the experimental node of the environment in this present study is independent of each other. Thus, this experimental environment does not rely with the other nodes, but we must accurately synchronize the time or calculate the time offset between the switches and controller as a real-world environment.
3) PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES: δ M , δ M AND δ S Given that the verification accuracy is influenced by the gap of transfer statistics between switches, influencing the verification accuracy in SPHINX and WhiteRabbit vary. The following three performance attributes serve as key factors in our evaluation: δ m is the time difference required to send two consecutive messages to two switches, m is the time required to simultaneously send the messages to all switches in the environment, and δ s is the difference between the actual and scheduled times when executing statistics gathering.
In an untimed approach, such as SPHINX, depending on the gap that is gathered through the transfer statistics timing simultaneously between switches, δ m and m determine the verification accuracy. δ m indicates the performance of the controller: The SDN controller should handle tens of thousands to millions of packets per second [18] , [31] , and its performance substantially depends on the controller machine and implementation. Meanwhile, m denotes the performance of the controller on the supervised network: when sending messages to all switches, such as simultaneous statistics gathered from each switch, the time required to send the messages is dependent on the network size. Thus, the transfer statistics may increase the difference between switches, despite a request to send the messages to gather transfer statistics simultaneously when δ m and m increase.
Meanwhile, considering that WhiteRabbit supposes to gather concurrent transfer statistics, the scheduling error determines the accuracy. When the transfer statistics gathering is scheduled at time T 0 , the execution is basically executed at time T 0 + δ m . Therefore, the difference in the transfer statistics between switches may occur in the time approach.
The scheduling error is primarily affected by the following two factors mainly: the devices' clock accuracy and execution accuracy. First, the devices' clock accuracy is the clock offset in each node. Clock accuracy depends on the network size, shape of network topology, and synchronization method used. For example, the clock accuracy can realize an order of one microsecond with PTP [11] . Second, the execution accuracy, denoted byte s , is the measurement of how the device can accurately perform a scheduled task depending on the device specs and the implementation to execute the scheduled task. 
4) MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES
We measured the following performance attributes: δ m , m and δ s . Figure 5a depicts the time required to send two consecutive messages from the controller (i.e., δ m )m denoted by the blue line, and the time required to send these messages to all switches (i.e., 15) from the controller (i.e., m ), denoted by the orange line. In this measurement, we calculated the time required to continuously send messages from the controller by sending 1K STATS_REQUEST messages from the verification program to each switch. Figure 5b shows the results of the experiments measuring the accuracy of scheduling (i.e., δ s ) in this environment. Here, we obtained the difference between the actual and scheduled execution times by sending 1K Scheduled Bundle from the verification program every three seconds to each switch.
We observed two performance attributes, namely, δ m and δ s , which are less than one millisecond in 90 percentile. Unlike δ m in our environment, δ s is slightly larger than δ m . However, when the controller needs to send messages to all switches, we must consider m . We observed m is larger than δ s when we are required to send messages to 15 switches. Considering that the scheduling error (δ s ) is independent of each switch, δ s is not affected by the topology size and workload of the controller when compared with m . In addition, the authors reported that the scheduling errors in all machines on their testbed were nearly one millisecond. This result is similar to the environment used in Time4 [8] .
Our environment uses the software switch wherein the CPU handles the data plane traffic and communication between the controller and switch. Hence, δ s is affected by the traffic through the switch. Further, WhiteRabbit can mitigate scheduling errors using a moving average of transfer statistics. Therefore, this environment is sufficient for evaluating WhiteRabbit.
B. ACCURACY OF VERIFICATION
We evaluated the verifications with WhiteRabbit and SPHINX and then compared the verification accuracy by measuring the false alarm generated under a benign condition and the lack of real alarms. Because the controller application of our experiment uses Floodlight default simple settings, the workload of the controller application is light and stable. Hence, we simulated the variation of the controller performance by delay (d), which was inserted in the verification program before sending the STATS_REQUEST messages. Consequently, d impacts m . Tootoonchian et al. [18] reported that, as the increasing number of connected switches cause I/O handling overhead and resource contention on the task, the latency of the controller response also increased.
Given that the verification algorithm in WhiteRabbit is based on SPHINX, WhiteRabbit can achieve the true positive rate and true negative rate comparable to SPHINX. Hence, we compared false alarms with the absence of actual alarms in our experiments.
1) FALSE ALARM
We analyzed the probability of false alarm caused by the effect of controller performance degradation using the 3-hop path TCP flows with iperf. In this experiment, raising an alarm for verification is not preferable because all switches are legitimate. Figure 6a and Figure 6b illustrate the false-positive rate of WhiteRabbit and SPHINX. Noticeably, SPHINX has high false alarm probability evidently when the controller performance degrades (i.e., d increases) as it depends on the controller performance. Meanwhile, we observed that, even if d increases, the false-positive rate of WhiteRabbit is stable, which is similar to SPHINX at d = 0. Because WhiteRabbit only depends on δ s , its false-positive rate does not increase even if d increases, thus affecting m . Given that δ s is slightly lower than δ m , we observed that WhiteRabbit's false-positive rate is slightly lower than SPHINX at d = 0.
2) LACK OF REAL ALARM
We evaluated the probability of the lack of an actual alarm given varying controller performance under the same conditions and then compared each method. We performed a packet drop on a 6-hop path link using the given link loss rates, that is, 2%, 4%, and 6%, to emulate malicious behaviors by the compromised switch or link. In this experiment, although alarms generated in all verifications are preferred, false negatives occur when τ increases. Figure 7a through Figure 7c illustrate the false-negative rates of each method among the three types of controller performance value d (d = 0, d = 5, d = 10). We observed that the false-negative rate of WhiteRabbit is slightly higher than that of SPHINX when d increases. However, despite the increase of d, the false-negative rate of WhiteRabbit is nearly constant. The impact of the controller performance in WhiteRabbit is smaller than that of SPHINX. Hence, WhiteRabbit can set smaller τ than SPHINX (see Section IV-B.1) and can achieve equal performance of the false-negative rate to SPHINX by tuning τ .
C. OVERHEADS IN DATA PLANE
We evaluated the performance impact of the packet processing that is affected by statistics gathering from the switches when using WhiteRabbit and SPHINX. Then, we measured the ping latencies in a 6-hop path while gathering statistics every three seconds. FIGURE 8 shows the results of this experiment. As observed in this figure, the ping latencies of WhiteRabbit are similar to those of SPHINX. This result indicates that the ping latencies are not affected even if statistics gathering is performed simultaneously.
In our previous work, the ping latency of WhiteRabbit is partially higher than that of SPHINX for two reasons.
First, the implementation of Scheduled Bundle using ofsoftswitch13_EXT-340 affects packet processing. Second, given that the experimental environment of our previous work was constructed in a single machine with Mininet, resource contention had occurred in the experimental environment. By contrast, because the experimental environment used in this study is built independently using multiple machines, the ping latencies in this environment are similar to those of SPHINX.
V. DISCUSSION A. LIMITATIONS
WhiteRabbit has the following limitations that are similar to SPHINX.
• WhiteRabbit cannot identify whether an ingress or egress switch is compromised or not because the verification accuracy of WhiteRabbit depends on STATS_REPLY messages from untrusted switches. Thus, if the edge switch is compromised, then WhiteRabbit cannot detect the attack even if the switch that passes through afterward is legitimate. Therefore, WhiteRabbit cannot be applied to end-to-end verification presently. However, detecting attacks from compromised switches is possible by managing all hosts, as well as the switches, using the verifier, enabling the gathering of statistics from the hosts at a scheduled time.
• WhiteRabbit may omit some transient attacks because the verification span depends on the verification program. To address this limitation, shortening the statistics gathering interval or changing it to a highly accurate network monitoring method, such as WedgeTail [5] , is necessary.
• WhiteRabbit cannot verify traffic integrity. However, cryptographic mechanisms can support it to overcome this issue.
B. SCHEDULING ACCURACY
The timed approach, such as WhiteRabbit, remarkably depends on the scheduling accuracy determined from the performance of each switch. Typically, time synchronization can achieve 1-microsecond order precision using PTP. Recently, Kannan et al. [32] showed that Data-Plane Time-synchronization Protocol (DPTP) can achieve 100 nanosecond order time synchronization using a programmable switch ASIC. However, even if the time synchronization accuracy becomes precise, the execution accuracy (described in Section IV-A.3) depends on switch implementation. In a software-based environment, such as our experimental environment, the scheduling error is 1-millisecond order. However, TimeFlip [33] has shown that the scheduling error in a flow update task can achieve a 1-microsecond order in a hardware-based switch by identifying ways on how to use TCAM. Thus, WhiteRabbit can also be applied to a hardware-based environment using TCAM effectively for scheduled statistics gathering.
C. FUTURE WORK
We intend to reduce the statistics gathering overhead of the Scheduled Bundle by periodic scheduling because our present prototype sends Scheduled Bundle during statistics gathering.
Additionally, the compatibility of WhiteRabbit with distributed controller environment, such as ONOS [34] , required further investigation. Although these sites are managed separately, synchronizing the time of all switches and controllers with sufficiently high precision is possible by utilizing a time synchronization method, such as PTP. Thus, we believe that our improved method is suitable for a distributed controller environment. However, because the distributed controller environment may have link delays caused by the distances among the sites, we intend to improve WhiteRabbit by considering the specific delay of a link.
VI. CONCLUSION
SDN is attracting remarkable attention as a future networking paradigm. However, even if the SDN security, such as control plane, is thoroughly investigated, the attacks on the data plane by compromised switches can be a relatively critical threat. Nevertheless, existing solutions have several issues relevant to scalability such as increasing false alarm probability depending on controller performance. In this study, we presented the countermeasure against compromised switches by utilizing the gathered statistics with time scheduling. By gathering statistics simultaneously from the switches through scheduling, WhiteRabbit can detect attacks by compromised switches without depending on the controller performance. Moreover, we demonstrated that the timed approach can mitigate the impact of the time required in sending messages when executing statistics gathering through measurement. Given that WhiteRabbit can mitigate the impact of time required in sending the messages to all switches, we confirmed that the false-positive rate of WhiteRabbit is lower than that of SPHINX when the performance of the controller degrades. 
